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Orbital effects in the inelastic magnetic scattering of x rays
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The cross section for the inelastic scattering of circularly polarized x rays from a spin-polarized electron,
bound to a hydrogen atom, is calculated using the exact final electron wave function. In the total amplitude,
charge and spin scattering are treated to first order and orbital effects to second order in perturbation theory for
the vector potential of the photon field. The matrix element for orbital scattering is calculated with two
methods:~a! the exact calculation in second-order perturbation theory using Green’s function techniques,~b!
the quasielastic approximation. The validity of the latter is discussed. It is shown that as the energy transfer to
the atomic system increases the orbital effects decrease relative to spin effects in the magnetically scattered
intensity. For large energy transfers compared to the electron binding energy~Compton limit! the orbital
effects are approximately two to three orders of magnitude smaller than their spin counterparts. Our results are
in agreement with recent experiments.@S0163-1829~97!02442-9#
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The possibility of experimental determination of the sp
polarized momentum distribution in solids by means
Compton scattering of circularly polarized x-rays has be
predicted1 a long time ago and subsequent measureme2

have verified this prediction. Furthermore, the possibility
separating the spin and the orbital contributions to the m
netization density by exploiting the photon polarization
fects was theoretically analyzed and experimentally dem
strated in early magnetic diffraction experiments.3

However, the Bragg condition that governs a diffracti
process imposes restrictions on the scattering geometry t
implemented in an experiment and could also make the
tection of the magnetically scattered intensity practically i
possible. This is, for example, the case of simple ferrom
nets like Fe, where magnetic reflections are hidden under
superimposed strong charge reflections. Thus, in prac
terms, the detection of magnetic peaks is possible for s
tems where the crystallographic and magnetic structures
different, as is the case of antiferromagnets like Ho.3,4 For a
ferromagnetic material, the magnetic contribution to the sc
tered signal can be isolated by use of circular polarization
the primary beam, which induces an interference between
charge and magnetic contributions to the cross section.
latter can be modulated in sign by either reversing the he
ity of the primary beam or by reversing the net magne
moment of the sample by application of an external magn
field.

On the other hand, in an inelastic-scattering process,
Bragg condition is not present and the momentum transfe
determined by the choice of the energy of the incident p
ton beam and the angle of scattering. A variation of th
two parameters could in principle lead to observable m
netic effects, away from any diffraction peak. This idea m
tivated recent Compton measurements of magnetizatio
ferromagnetic iron and cobalt.5 Despite the fact that in thes
materials the orbital magnetization density is about one
two orders of magnitude less than the spin counterpart,
results of this work5 indicated that both the magnetic com
ponents could be measured. However, more detailed ex
ments by the same group of scientists,6 on HoFe3, which has
a dominant orbital magnetization, clearly demonstrated
560163-1829/97/56~17!/10812~4!/$10.00
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the orbital magnetic density is not detectable in a conv
tional Compton experiment. Theoretical support to the la
experimental findings was given on the basis of the impu
approximation ~IA !, that predicts identically zero orbita
magnetic intensity.7–9

In the spirit of the IA one refers to large primary photo
energies and assumes that the energy transfer to the targ
large compared to the electron binding energy. Con
quently, the initial and final electron states are plane wav
to a good approximation, and the momentum of the electr
photon system is conserved. While very appealing on
grounds of physical intuition, the theoretical approximatio
involved in the IA merit a more careful examination wit
respect to whether they correspond to the actual experim
tal conditions. In a previous work8 first-order corrections to
the IA for orbital scattering have been estimated of the or
of the ratio (Eb /\v), whereEb is the electron binding en
ergy and\v the energy transfer.

The recent experiments6 with hard x-rays add weight to
the case to examine in detail a well-defined and reali
model of the Compton scattering by an unpaired bound e
tron. The purpose of our present work is to provide a qu
titative estimate of the orbital effects in the inelastic proce
by performing anexact numerical calculation for a mode
system. Our calculation is exact in two aspects:~i! the final
electron state is the Coulomb continuum wave function, a
~ii ! the matrix element for orbital scattering is given by t
Kramers-Heisenberg dispersion formula. Therefore, both
validity of the IA is tested and the assumption usually ma
in Compton scattering that it is mildly inelastic.

As a model system we have chosen a hydrogen atom
the 2p state. Since we are mainly interested in high-ene
photons~.10 keV! the photon wavelength is of the order o
the Bohr radius~l,1.2 Å! and, consequently, scatterin
events from different atoms are to a good approximat
incoherent.7 Furthermore, many electron effects within th
same atom can be incorporated in a more realistic sin
electron atomic potential. Therefore the choice of a sing
electron system as a model is justified.

We consider a photon of energyv1 wave vectork1 , and
polarization«̂1 that is scattered off the atomic electron wi
10 812 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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energyE1 . The secondary photon has energyv2 , momen-

tum k2 , and polarization«̂2 , while the electron is scattere
into a state in the continuum with energyE2 and momentum
p. The differential cross section for this event is given
Fermi’s Golden Rule

d3s

dvdVdV8
U

1→2

5r e
2S v2
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where,r e is the classical electron radius. The total transiti
operatorM ~Refs. 10 and 11! is a linear combination of
charge (MC), orbital (MO), and spin (MS) amplitudes. The
charge scattering is given by the Thomson term

MC5ei ~k12k2!•r~ «̂2• «̂1!. ~2a!

The orbital term is described by the well-known Krame
Heisenberg dispersion formula
MO52
1

me
(

n
H e2 ik2•r~ «̂2•p!un&~En2E12v11 i«!21^nueik1•r~ «̂1•p!1

eik1•r~ «̂1•p!un&~En2E11v2!21^nue2 ik2•r~ «̂2•p!
J , ~2b!
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Finally, for the spin term we use an approximate express
that is valid for high photon energies relatively to the ele
tron binding energy10

MS52 i S v1

me
Dei ~k12k2!•rS•B, ~2c!

whereS is the electron spin,me the electron rest mass, andB
the polarization factor1,7

B5~ «̂23 «̂1!1~ k̂13 «̂1!3~ k̂23 «̂2!1~ k̂23 «̂2!•~ k̂2• «̂1!

2~ k̂13 «̂1!•~ k̂1• «̂2!. ~2d!

The first term in Eq.~2d! comes from the first-order term i
the perturbation expansion for the vector potential of
electromagnetic field. To obtain the last three terms in
~2d! the vector potential is treated in second-order pertur
tion theory and the limit of high photon energy relative to t
electron binding energy is assumed (v1 /uE1u@1). The va-
lidity of the latter approximation for spin scattering is n
discussed in this work. Natural units\5c51 are used in Eq.
~2! and further on.

The full calculation of the orbital term, Eq.~2b!, involves
the sum over intermediate states, labeled byn. that it is quite
cumbersome. However, forelasticscattering of photons with
energy much higher than any atomic resonance (v1 ,v2
@uE1u), the orbital amplitude in Eq.~2b! tends to the limit-
ing value10

Z~k1 ,k2!•~ ê23 ê1!52 i S v1

me
D i

k1
2 eik•r~k3p!•~ «̂23 «̂1!,

~3!

wherek5k12k2 is the momentum transfer. Despite the fa
that the approximations involved in Eq.~3! are strictly valid
for elastic scattering, it has been argued5,6 that Eq.~3! de-
scribes correctly the orbital effects in a Compton scatter
process, because the latter is onlymildly inelastic, i.e.,v1
;v2 . We refer to Eq.~3! as the quasielastic approximatio
n
-

e
.
-

t

g

~QA! to the orbital amplitude. The validity of the QA in th
interpretation of Compton scattering events is discussed
low.

In a Compton scattering experiment the polarization
the secondary photon beam as well as the direction of
ejected electron are not recorded.5,6 Consequently, Eq.~1! is

first integrated over the final photon polarization«̂2 and the
photon polarization density matrix7,12 for the primary photon
beam is introduced. Second, an average over the final e
tron direction and spin polarization is performed. The resu
ing double differential cross section is written in the form

d2s

dv2dV2
5SC1SCS1SCO1O~t3!. ~4!

Magnetic effects, to leading order int5(v1 /me), are de-
scribed by the interference cross sections between cha
orbital (SCO) and charge-spin amplitudes (SCS). The inter-
ference terms are nonvanishing when the photon beam
circularly polarized. Polarization analysis of the double d
ferential cross section has shown7 that both these terms hav
the formSIF5a1P2b, whereP2 is the mean helicity of the
primary beam, while the charge cross section is independ
of P2 . Thus, reversing the primary beam polarization a
subtracting the corresponding spectra, one obtains the as
metric cross section, defined by

SA5@SCS
~1 !2SCS

~2 !#1@SCO
~1 !2SCO

~2 !#[SACS1SACO, ~5!

which does not contain the undesired charge termSC. Thus
magnetic effects can be extracted from the spectrum. Exp
mentally, the asymmetric cross section can be measure
reversing the magnetization of the sample with the aid of
external field, which is in principle equivalent to reversin
the polarization of the beam. The central problem is the
fore the computation of the asymmetric cross sections,
~5!, for charge-orbital and charge-spin scattering.

In the present calculation, the charge-orbital asymme
cross section has been calculated using two schemes:~i! the
full orbital amplitude, Eq.~2b!, and ~ii ! the quasielastic or-
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bital amplitude, Eq.~3!. The main ingredients of the calcu
lation procedure are the following: The initial and final ele
tron states have been expressed in momentum space. Fo
continuum state a contour integral representation has b
used.13 The momentum space integrations required for
charge matrix element, Eq.~2a!, the spin matrix element, Eq
~2c!, and the approximate orbital matrix element, Eq.~3!,
have been done analytically using expressions for a gen
two-denominator integral.14 The calculation of the full or-
bital matrix element, Eq.~2b!, has been done along the line
of Ref. 13, extended to the case of the 2p-electron state. The
final result for the matrix element was expressed in terms
hypergeometric functions of four variables~Lauricella func-
tions! that were expanded in power series and were co
puted numerically. Analytic continuation schemes13 were
used to ensure convergence of the series.

In the numerical results presented below, we consta
assumed that the electron is initially at the 2p state of a
hydrogen atom (E1523.4 eV) with initial spin-polarization
and orbital angular momentum along the positivez axis ~sz
51 1

2 , mz511!. The primary photon beam is 100% circu
larly polarized (P2561).

First, we compare the predictions of the exact pertur
tion scheme for orbital scattering, Eq.~2b!, with those of the
quasielastic approximation, Eq.~3!. In Fig. 1 we plot the
orbital part of the asymmetric cross section (SACO) for pri-
mary photon beams with energy 10 and 45 keV. In the s
tering geometry assumed in Fig. 1, the incoming pho
beam is along the magnetization axis~z axis! and the outgo-
ing beam perpendicular to the magnetization axis. This
ometry is known to maximize orbital effects, while spin sc
tering is absent.5,6 Both curves exhibit the well-known shar
peak around the~free! electron recoil energy (v0), given as

v05v1~12cosu!1m2Am212mv1~12cosu!2v1
2 sin2u,

~6!

whereu is the scattering angle. The calculation using the f
expression is extremely time consuming, because in the

FIG. 1. Comparison of the quasielastic approximation with
exact theory for orbital scattering of 10 and 45 keV beams.~d!
Quasielastic approximation,~j! exact theory. The lines serve onl
as a guide to the eye. Scattering geometry: incoming beam a
the magnetization axis, outgoing beam perpendicular to the ma
tization axis. Circular polarization of primary beam: 100%.
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gion of the Compton peak the Lauricella function argume
cross their circle of convergence, and the analytic contin
tion schemes converge very slowly. Therefore only a f
indicative points are shown. Notice in Fig. 1 that as the p
mary energy increases, the predictions of the QA dev
from the exact result. We attribute this feature to the incre
ing inelastic character of the process. In particular, the
ergy loss of the 10 kev primary beam is approximately 2
while for the 45 keV beam this is increased to approximat
8%. However, for photon energies in the range 10 k
,v1,45 keV, the predictions of the two calculations agr
within an order of magnitude. Therefore, the quasielastic
proximation describes adequately the orbital contributions
the magnetic intensity.

In order to estimate the importance of orbital effects w
respect to their spin counterpart, we choose next a scatte

e
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e-

FIG. 2. Comparison of orbital and spin scattered intensities
10 and 45 keV beams.~1! Spin scattering intensity.~2! Orbital
scattering intensity, magnified by a factor of 10. Scattering geo
etry: incoming beam perpendicular to the magnetization axis, o
going beam along the magnetization axis. Circular polarization
primary beam: 100%.

FIG. 3. Decay of orbital effects with incident photon energ
The horizontal axis is the ratio of the energy transfer to the ato
electron~v! over the recoil energy of a free electron (v0). Scatter-
ing geometry: incoming beam perpendicular to the magnetiza
axis, outgoing beam along the magnetization axis. Circular po
ization of primary beam: 100%.
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56 10 815BRIEF REPORTS
geometry in which both contributions are present. In parti
lar, the incoming beam is perpendicular to the magnetiza
axis and the outgoing beam is along the magnetiza
axis.5,6 In Fig. 2 the line shapes for orbital and spin scatter
are shown for a 10 and a 45 keV beam. By comparison of
peak values we can conclude that the orbital contributio
smaller than the spin contribution by a factor of 102– 103.
This result supports the conclusions reached in recent Co
ton measurements6 about the smallness of the orbital term

To demonstrate the gradual disappearance of the or
effects as the primary photon energy is increased, we h
plotted in Fig. 3 the orbital part of the asymmetric cro
section for beam energies of 10, 20, and 45 keV and for
same scattering geometry as in Fig. 2. At this point, we w
to make a connection with the IA that predicts identica
zero orbital intensity. In particular, the height of the orbi
peaks in Fig. 3 could be thought of as corrections to the
up to all orders in the electron binding energy. From t
figure we conclude that for photon beams with energy o
r
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few tens of keV, the orbital intensity is vanishingly sma
(1023– 1026 b) and the impulse approximation regime
reached.

In conclusion, we have used a hydrogen atom and
exact calculation method to study the magnetic intensity
inelastically scattered hard x rays. The description of
Compton process as mildly inelastic was shown to be a
sonable approximation for photon energies in the ran
10–45 keV. In the same energy range orbital effects in
magnetic intensity were found to be approximately two
three orders of magnitude smaller than spin effects, there
the prediction of the IA that orbital effects are not presen
satisfactory. Extensions of the calculation tod or f electrons,
that are responsible for the magnetic properties of solids,
not expected to modify qualitatively the above picture.
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